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Most businesses will be covered by the proposed noise standard of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), according to Dr. Robert B. Chaney Jr., in his 
article, "The New OSHA Noise Standard," which appears in the winter issue of the Montana 
Business Quarterly, published March 20 at the University of Montana in Missoula. Because 
the standard is bureaucratically written, he "translates" the regulation for the employer, 
both in terms of what it does and does not say. 
Chaney, who is associate professor of communication sciences and disorders at the 
University of Montana, advises the companies which must conform to the standard to be 
wary in their purchase of the services of "experts" who may or may not be qualified to 
consult on noise reduction or to do audiograms. There are few certifying bodies or 
training requirements for those who would offer these services, he states. "Be prepared 
to ask searching questions about whether testing environments and equipment meet 
appropriate standards, and about the qualifications of personnel performing these services." 
The OSHA standard is concerned with the prevention of injury or disease which is 
caused by noise exposure, and is directed toward ensuring a safe workplace for the employee. 
"As a rule of thumb, if an area is too noisy for face-to-face conversation, it is likely to 
have hazardous noise levels." The employer may seek help from consulting services such as 
those that may be available through his insurance carrier or within units of the Montana 
University System, according to Chaney. 
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In another article in the winter issue of the MBQ, Dr. Thomas 0. Kirkpatrick, 
professor of management in the Ut-1 School of Business Administration, discusses how some 
of the state's employers are meeting minority employment goals and makes suggestions for 
inproving their practices. The title of Kirkpatrick's article is "Indian Employment 
Practices in ~-fontana." 
Kirkpatrick's report is based on a 1974 study conducted by the Montana Foundation of 
the Montana Chamber of Commerce concerning Indian employment in selected firms and nonprofit 
organizations in Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota. His article focuses on the 
Montana firms. 
Kirkpatrick reports that there are additional employment opportunities for Indian 
people in Montana, with excessive turnover being the chief problem for firms employing 
Indian workers. "The employers report having fewer grievance problems with Indian employees 
than with non-Indians," he says. The unanimous reason given for dismissal of Indian 
employees was absenteeism, but three out of four termination decisions were made by the 
er.~ployees. 
Affirmative action plans need more support from top management, Kirkpatrick says. 
Too often confusion surrounds implementation of such plans, and the lack of enthusiasm 
and support by management is often apparent. 
till 
America's Indian population has suffered depression-status ;employment rates since 
keeping statistics became fashionable, Kirkpatrick points out. "In Montana, the urban 
Indian labor force had an unemployment rate of 19 percent in 1970 ; the rate in 1973 for 
Indian persons living on or adjacent to the state's seven reservations was 38 percent." 
He concludes that achieving optimum Indian employment is a challenge to businesses, bv.t 
the rewards over the long run should be measured in human and monetary terms. 
The Montana Business Quarterly is published by the Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research (BBER), School of Business Administration, University of Montana, Missoula, 
Mont. 59801. Single copies may be purchased for $1 from the BBER office or from the 
Associated Students Store, located in the University Center. Subscriptions are also 
available from the BBER. 
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